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The scattering of two-dimensional massless Dirac fermions from local spin–orbit interactions with
an origin in dilute concentrations of physisorbed atomic species on graphene is theoretically in-
vestigated. The hybridization between graphene and the adatoms’ orbitals lifts spin and valley
degeneracies of the pristine host material, giving rise to rich spin–orbit coupling mechanisms with
features determined by the exact adsorption position on the honeycomb lattice—bridge, hollow, or
top position—and the adatoms’ outer-shell orbital type. Effective graphene-only Hamiltonians are
derived from symmetry considerations, while a microscopic tight-binding approach connects effec-
tive low-energy couplings and graphene–adatom hybridization parameters. Within the T -matrix
formalism, a theory for (spin-dependent) scattering events involving graphene’s charge carriers, and
the spin–orbit active adatoms is developed. Spin currents associated with intravalley and interval-
ley scattering are found to tend to oppose each other. We establish that under certain conditions,
hollow-position adatoms give rise to the spin Hall effect, through skew scattering, while top-position
adatoms induce transverse charge currents via trigonal potential scattering. We also identify the
critical Fermi energy range where the spin Hall effect is dramatically enhanced, and the associated
transverse spin currents can be reversed.
PACS numbers: 72.25.-b,72.80.Vp,73.20.Hb,75.30.Hx
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene, being an atomically thin semi-metal, al-
lows a fine control over the charge carrier den-
sity via the electric-field effect.1,2 Therefore, its basic
characteristics—such as the density of states,3 charge
conductivity,4–6 and electron-phonon coupling7,8—are
gate-tunable, making this material extremely versatile.
The magnetic properties of graphene can be tailored as
well,9 as placing the Fermi energy in the vicinity of (away
from) an adatom energy level switches on (off) magnetic
moments.10,11
The properties of graphene can change even more dras-
tically upon adsorption of certain atomic species; highly
conducting in its pristine form, graphene can be trans-
formed into an excellent insulator12 or a granular metal13
by chemisorption. Theoretical predictions point out yet
another possibility: the manipulation of spin–orbit cou-
pling (SOC) in chemically-modified graphene.14–16 Such
an appealing perspective has gained renewed interest re-
cently due to demonstrations of band-structure Rashba
splitting in a graphene/Ni(111) system with intercalated
gold17 and giant local SOC enhancement in weakly hy-
drogenated graphene.18
The control of SOC in gently modified graphene would
open new directions in carbon-based spintronics, comple-
menting previous proposals requiring magnetic fields19 or
magnetic ordering.20 In particular, two-dimensional (2D)
Dirac fermions in clean samples endowed with a SOC po-
tential landscape could trigger robust spin-polarized cur-
rents through the spin Hall effect (SHE)—a phenomenon
in which charge carriers with opposite spin states are
asymmetrically scattered under the action of a driving
electric field.21 Given the importance of resonant scat-
tering in 2D carbon,22,23 it is reasonable to expect that
even dilute SOC-active “hot spots” would allow the ob-
servation of a sizable SHE. A recent study by some of the
authors predicted that nanometer-sized metal clusters
provide the required hot spots,24 capable of delivering
giant spin Hall coefficients reminiscent of those in pure
metals.25 Furthermore, the experimental data reported
in Ref. 18 strongly suggest that individual adatoms per
se act as hot spots for enhanced spin-current generation,
although the underlying spin-transport mechanisms re-
main unclear.16,18
In the present paper, the scattering of charge carri-
ers from physisorbed adatoms in monolayer graphene
is investigated theoretically. The effective SOC gener-
ated by generic adatoms is explicitly derived—within a
tight-binding and a continuum approach—and the asso-
ciated single-impurity problems are solved analytically
using standard techniques. Regarding the latter, our
work generalizes the previous theory of resonant scat-
tering from short-range impurities22,23 to situations in
which the effective impurity potentials possess a non-
trivial spin and valley texture. Adatoms in their non-
magnetic state are shown to mediate rich SOC scatter-
ing mechanisms—due to an interplay between sublattice,
spin, and valley degrees of freedom—that cannot be ob-
served in large clusters for which intervalley scattering is
inactive.24 It is already known that sp3 bonds formed by
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2light adatoms induce large SOC due to graphene lattice
out-of-plane deformation14,16 with potential use in the
SHE.18 Here instead we investigate the effects of heavy
elements, which in a good approximation leave the lattice
flat. We show that such species can, in principle, induce
significant spin–orbit interactions if adsorbed in the hol-
low or top position, but not in the bridge position. The
actual scattering mechanisms are seen to depend not only
on the location of adatoms on the lattice, but also on their
valence orbital type, i.e., p, d, or f. Strikingly, the com-
petition between transverse spin currents generated by
intravalley and intervalley scattering processes is shown
to favor certain types of adatoms in the establishment of
SHE. Our calculations reveal that while hollow-position
adatoms can induce large pure transverse spin currents
and SHE, top-position adatoms produce transverse un-
polarized currents via charge Hall effect (CHE).
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a
derivation of effective low-energy SOC Hamiltonians in-
duced by generic atomic species physisorbed on graphene.
This section generalizes the particular case of p outer-
shell adatoms studied in Ref. 15 to nonmagnetic adatoms
with any type of valence orbital,26–28 including the effects
of intervalley scattering neglected in previous studies. In
addition to the case of hollow adatoms,15 we consider
also the experimentally relevant cases of top and bridge
positions.12,29 The Hamiltonians derived in this section
describe dilute decorations, in which adsorbates located
at random positions act as scattering centers and the
low-energy physics is still dominated by graphene’s pi-
electrons. The superlattice dense limit, with adatoms
occupying regularly spaced positions, endowing the band
structure with SOC, has been studied in Refs. 15,16.
In Section III, the scattering theory for generic low-
energy adatom models is established within a T -matrix
approach. In particular, explicit expressions for cross sec-
tions in spin-conserving and spin-flip channels are given,
and consequences for the SHE and CHE are discussed.
The conditions for the existence of low-energy regimes in
which strong transverse spin or charge currents arise from
scattering are discussed. Furthermore, we show that, for
certain adatoms in hollow and top positions, the flow of
transverse spin and charge currents can be reversed by
tuning the Fermi energy.
Finally, the Appendix provides an alternative deriva-
tion of the effective impurity Hamiltonians—derived in
Section II using symmetry arguments—starting from
microscopic tight-binding Hamiltonians through Lo¨wdin
transformation. It also formulates conditions for the ap-
pearance of large transverse spin and charge currents as
discussed in Section III in terms of microscopic hopping
parameters.
II. EFFECTIVE ADATOM HAMILTONIANS
In previous approaches in the continuum, adatoms
have essentially been modeled by a Dirac-peak potential
FIG. 1: Schematic picture of an adatom (pink sphere in the
left panel) in hollow position. A-sublattice (B-sublattice) car-
bon atoms are represented as blue (red). Right panels show
the modulus of wave functions ψm(x, y) created by operators
Ω†m, for m = 0,±1,±2, 3. Space coordinates (x, y) have the
adatom as origin, and verify (x, y) ∈ [−3.5, 3.5]2 in units of
a ≈ 1.43A˚. The color scale is linear and represents |ψm|, from
dark blue (lowest values) to red (highest values).
V δ(r), in order to estimate the charge dc-conductivity4,23
of defective graphene, and to identify its dependence on
the electronic density. Although this approach proved
successful experimentally,30–32 it does not capture subtle
effects that we aim to investigate, in particular the im-
pact of adatoms on the charge carriers’ spin and valley
degrees of freedom. In what follows, we establish a con-
tinuum theory, within which an adatom situated at the
origin adds a localized effective-potential term Vδ(r) to
pristine graphene’s Dirac Hamiltonian, and V is an 8× 8
matrix which depends on the adatom’s exact position in
the lattice: at the center of a honeycomb hexagon (hol-
low position), on top of a carbon atom (top position), or
in the middle of a carbon-carbon bond (bridge position).
For the continuum approach to incorporate the most im-
portant symmetries associated with these particular ad-
sorption sites, we first derive very general graphene-only
tight-binding Hamiltonians, and eventually take the limit
of vanishingly small lattice spacing. The results derived
here form the basis for the scattering theory developed
later in Sec. III.
I.a Adatoms in hollow position
We start by considering the case of a single adatom in
the hollow position. As stated in the Introduction, our
main goal is to develop a general description of scatter-
ing from SOC-active nonmagnetic atomic species weakly
affecting carbon-carbon bonds.15,26 Consequently, it suf-
fices to describe the graphene–adatom system with an
effective pz-orbital tight-binding model, supplemented
with a local interaction term describing the hybridiza-
tion of graphene’s carbon atoms with the relevant adatom
3FIG. 2: Interpretation of the effective Hamiltonian Hhollow in
terms of the hopping between graphene’s pz orbitals. Given
the short-range nature of the adatom-induced effective po-
tential all atoms around the adatom mutually interact. In-
tervalley terms arise from hopping between adjacent atoms.
Although they were neglected in previous works,15,16 these
terms play a central role in scattering from dilute random
ensembles of adatoms.
(outer-shell) orbital. As we are primarily concerned with
SOC, we decide to write our graphene-only Hamilto-
nian in terms of creation and annihilation operators of
states with well-defined angular momentum, instead of
the more conventional creation and annihilation opera-
tors of carbon pz-orbital states. Since hopping integrals
decrease exponentially with distance from the adatom,
the relevant states of definite angular momentum can be
written as a superposition of all pz-orbital states located
at the six vertices of the hexagon occupied by the adatom,
as depicted in Fig. 1.
Using the numbering of carbon atoms shown in Fig. 1,
and denoting the operator annihilating a pz-orbital state
of atom n by cn , we focus on operators of the form
C =
∑6
n=1 λncn. We also denote by sl=x,y,z the Pauli
matrices acting on spin. Requiring C to have a given
angular momentum, there exists an integer m such that
C transforms into e−iszpi/6e−impi/3C under in-plane rota-
tion by pi/3 around the adatom. This condition imposes
that λ2 = ω
mλ1, ..., λ6 = ω
5mλ1, where ω = e
−ipi/3, i.e.,
the only possible operators annihilating a quasiparticle
state on the hexagonal plaquette hosting the adatom, and
of well-defined angular momentum around this adatom
are, up to a scalar coefficient and unitary operator act-
ing on spin, Ωm =
∑6
n=1 ω
m(n−1)cn for m = 0,±1,±2, 3.
By construction, operators Ωm, already encountered in
Ref. 15, carry angular momentum m, except Ω3 which
carries angular momentum 0. This can easily be seen by
considering the time-reversed operator syΩ3 which has
the same angular momentum. Since time-reversal trans-
forms angular momentum L = r × p into its opposite,
it follows that Ω3 has angular momentum zero. We also
observe that the six operators Ωm are linearly indepen-
dent, since
[
ωm(n−1)
]
(m,n)
is a Vandermonde matrix33
and ω is a primitive sixth root of unity. Therefore, the
most general graphene-only single-electron Hamiltonian
term induced by a hollow-position adatom can be writ-
ten in terms of operators annihilating “hexagonal” Ω†m|0〉
states, that is
Hhollow =
3∑
m=−2
Ω†mXmΩm +
1∑
m=−2
Ω†mMmΩm+1
+
∑
m=0,±1
Ω†3TmΩm + H.c. , (1)
where Xm, Mm, and Tm are matrices acting on spin.
These matrices connect operators Ωi that have angular
momenta differing by at most by the unity, by conserva-
tion of total angular momentum J = L+S. Conservation
of J also implies that Xm and T0 are diagonal matrices,
while Mm and T1 matrices are proportional to the spin-
raising operator s+ =
sx+isy
2 and T−1 is proportional to
the spin-lowering operator s− =
sx−isy
2 . This means that
under a rotation by pi/3, Ω†mXmΩm and Ω
†
mMmΩm+1
are invariant, while Ω†3TmΩm terms are odd. The in-
variance of Eq. (1) under rotations by pi/3 thus re-
quires Tm=0,±1 = 0, i.e., zero-angular-momentum states
Ω†3|0〉 do not couple to any other hexagonal Ω†m|0〉 state
and can be ignored. Moreover, since we consider non-
magnetic and static impurities, Hhollow is time-reversal
invariant, which further implies that syX
∗
msy = X−m and
syM
∗
msy = M
†
−m−1. Finally, the invariance of Hhollow
under reflection x 7→ −x requires sxXmsx = X−m and
sxMmsx = M
†
−m−1. Altogether, these conditions lead to
the simplified form
Hhollow =
2∑
m=−2
ν+mΩ
†
mΩm +
∑
m=±1,±2
ν−mΩ
†
mszΩm
+ i
1∑
m=−2
Λm(Ω
†
ms+Ωm+1 − Ω†m+1s−Ωm) ,(2)
where ν±m,Λm ∈ R satisfying ν±m = ±ν±−m and Λ−m−1 =
−Λm. It is important to note that Eq. (2) is general at
the single-electron level, provided that interactions be-
tween the adatom and graphene’s pz orbitals are negligi-
ble outside the adatom’s six nearest neighbors. The ex-
act coupling mechanisms between hexagonal states will
only affect the value of constants ν±m and Λm, but not
the overall form of Hhollow given by Eq. (2). The rela-
tions between these coupling constants and the actual
4microscopic parameters, such as energy levels and SOCs
of the adatom, are derived in the Appendix in situations
where a graphene electron or hole in state Ω†m|0〉 un-
dergoes spin-dependent tunneling to an adatom orbital
of same angular momentum, potentially flips its spin by
intra-atomic spin–orbit interaction, and tunnels back to
the graphene sheet in another Ω†m′ 6=m|0〉 state. In such
cases, Hhollow describes the effect of graphene–adatom
hybridization on the low-energy massless Dirac fermions.
We now derive an expression for Hhollow in the
continuum-limit, where the carbon-carbon distance a0
is seen as vanishingly small. In this limit, pristine
graphene’s Hamiltonian acquires the familiar form34
H0 =
ˆ
d2r
A7Ψ†(r)H0(r)Ψ(r) , (3)
where H0 = vF (τzσxpx + σypy) and A7 = 3√3a20/2 is
the unit cell area. Here, τl=x,y,z and σl=x,y,z are Pauli
matrices acting, respectively, on valley- and sublattice-
space [for later use we also define τ0, σ0, s0 ≡ iden(1, 1)].
In Eq. 3,
Ψ†(r) = (Ψ†↑KA(r),Ψ
†
↑KB(r),Ψ
†
↑K′A(r),Ψ
†
↑K′B(r),
Ψ†↓KA(r),Ψ
†
↓KB(r),Ψ
†
↓K′A(r),Ψ
†
↓K′B(r)) , (4)
is an 8× 1 creation operator whose components Ψ†sτσ(r)
create a state at point r with spin s = ↑, ↓≡ 1,−1, valley
τ = K,K ′ ≡ 1,−1 and in sublattice σ = A,B ≡ 1,−1.
To account for both K and K ′ valleys, we write spin-s
components of annihilation operators cn as superposi-
tions of ΨsKσn(rn) and ΨsK′σn(rn), where rn and σn are
the position vector and sublattice index corresponding to
site n, i.e.,
cn,s =
∑
τ=±1
eiτ
−→
ΓK·rnΨsτσn(rn) . (5)
Here, Γ denotes graphene’s first Brillouin zone center,
and taking the a0 → 0 limit, the spin-s component of
Ωm becomes
Ωm,s =
∑
τ
(
γAmτΨsτA(~0) + γ
B
mτΨsτB(~0)
)
, (6)
with γAmτ = 1 + 2 cos[2pi(m − τ)/3] and γBmτ = (−1)m +
2 cos[pi(m− 2τ)/3]. Writing
Hhollow =
ˆ
d2r
A7Ψ†(r)Hhollow(r)Ψ(r) , (7)
we obtain the following continuum-limit expression
Hhollow(r) = [V0I+ ∆τxσx + Vsoszτzσz + ∆soszτyσy
+ΛR (sxσy + syτzσx)]A7δ(r) , (8)
where I is the 8×8 identity matrix, V0 = 9(ν+1 + ν+2 ),
∆ = 9(ν+2 − ν+1 ), Vso = 9(ν−1 − ν−2 ), ∆so = 9(ν−1 + ν−2 )
and ΛR = −9Λ1. Hereafter, A7 is set to unity, un-
less specified otherwise. We remark that Eq. (8) is only
valid in the vicinity of the Dirac point, as terms of or-
der 1 or higher in momentum k have been neglected. It
nonetheless gives insight regarding possible SOC mech-
anisms induced by hybridization. Indeed, in addition to
expected on-site potential V0I23 and Kane-Mele35 intrin-
sic SOC terms Vsoszτzσz discussed in Ref. 15, Hhollow
contains a spin-independent intervalley term ∆τxσx and
a term ∆soszτyσy which mixes both spin and valley de-
grees of freedom. The presence of ∆τxσx reflects the fact
that atomically small impurities tend to act as “white
noise”36 in momentum space and hence make intravalley
and intervalley scattering processes equiprobable. Simi-
lar to intrinsic SOC term Vsoszτzσz, the term ∆soszτyσy
is even under Rz : z 7→ −z reflection. However, the
former differs from the latter by its valley-connecting
character, itself a direct consequence of the short-range
nature of adatoms. Importantly, Hhollow also contains
a term HR = ΛR(sxσy + syτzσx)δ(r) originating from
couplings between hexagonal states of total angular mo-
mentum J = ± 32 , namely Ω†±1s±Ω±2 and Ω†±2s∓Ω±1
in Eq. (2). Since p orbitals accommodate two states of
angular momentum ±3/2, p outer-shell adatoms can in
principle mediate spin–orbit interactions between hexag-
onal states Ω†1,↑|0〉 and Ω†2,↓|0〉, thereby leading to non-
zero ΛR. This is confirmed by calculations performed
with Lo¨wdin’s method, shown in the Appendix. How-
ever, ΛR should be significantly enhanced in situations
where SOC is mediated by d - or f -orbital adatoms, which
host four states of angular momentum ±3/2.
The symmetries of HR are interesting in their own
right. This term is odd under Rz but differs from
the familiar Bychkov-Rashba Hamiltonian HBR =
Λso(sxσy − syτzσx) induced by out-of-plane electric
fields,37 a possibility already predicted in Ref. 38 for in-
version symmetry-breaking impurities. Similarly to the
Bychkov-Rashba Hamiltonian, HR is SO(2)-symmetric,
as it should be for spin–orbit interactions induced by
hollow-position adatoms, which preserve graphene’s C6v
symmetry. However, we note that spinors ψ(r) verifying
(H0 + Hhollow)ψ = Eψ transform under rotation by φ,
denoted by Rφ, as e+iszφ/2e−iτzσzφ/2ψ(R−φ(r)). As a
result, τσ − s is a conserved quantity, but not τσ + s.
Finally, let us mention that the Hamiltonian Hhollow
can easily be interpreted in terms of hopping between
graphene’s pz orbitals closest to the adatom, as illus-
trated by Fig. 2. While scalar potential V0I and intrinsic
SOC term Vsoszτzσz are associated with on-site energies
and hopping between second-nearest neighbors, interval-
ley terms ∆τxσx and ∆soszτyσy correspond to first- and
third-nearest neighbor hopping respectively. In contrast
with Bychkov-Rashba spin–orbit interaction HBR, the
ΛR(sxσy+syτzσx) term is associated with both first- and
third-nearest neighbor hopping.
5I.b Adatoms in top position
FIG. 3: Schematic picture of adatoms (pink spheres) in top
position, on an A-sublattice (blue) and B-sublattice (red) car-
bon atom. Sites numbering used in main text is shown for
both A and B sublattice. Right panels show the modulus
of wave functions φm(x, y) created around the A-sublattice
adatom by operators Γ†m, for m = 0,±1. Space coordi-
nates (x, y) have this adatom as origin, and verify (x, y) ∈
[−3.5, 3.5]2 in units of a ≈ 1.43A˚. The color scale is lin-
ear and reprsents |φm|, from dark blue (lowest values) to red
(highest values).
FIG. 4: Interpretation of effective Hamiltonian HAtop in terms
of hopping between graphene’s pz orbitals.
Another important class of adatoms are species that
can be physisorbed or chemisorbed in the top position,
i.e., on top of a graphene carbon atom belonging to the
A- or B-sublattice, as depicted in Fig. 3. Such an adatom
breaks graphene’s C6v symmetry and hence induces SOC
mechanisms different from those introduced by adatoms
in hollow position; a top-position adatom has only one
nearest neighbor, located directly below and numbered
as 0 in Fig. 3 (as well as three second nearest neighbors
labeled 1,2 and 3 and situated at a distance of a0 away
from 0). The electronic states with definite angular mo-
mentum m formed by linear combinations of pz orbitals
at sites 1,2 and 3 are “triangular states” annihilated by
operators Γm =
∑3
n=1 ζ
m(n−1)cn, where m = 0,±1 and
ζ = e−i2pi/3. In particular, states with angular mo-
mentum ±2 are not supported. Since Γ0, Γ1 and Γ−1
are linearly independent, we can write the graphene-only
impurity Hamiltonian Htop, describing the action of a
top-position adatom, in terms of operators c0 and Γ0,±1
only, provided that interactions between the adatom and
more distant carbon atoms are negligible. The most gen-
eral time-reversal invariant Htop conserving total angular
momentum and preserving C3v-symmetry reads
Htop = V0c
†
0c0 + V1Γ
†
0Γ0 + V2
(
c†0Γ0 + Γ
†
0c0
)
+ Λ+
(
Γ†1Γ1 + Γ
†
−1Γ−1
)
+ Λ−
(
Γ†1szΓ1 + Γ
†
−1szΓ−1
)
+ iµ
(
c†0s+Γ1 + c
†
0s−Γ−1 −H.c.
)
+ iτ
(
Γ†0s+Γ1 + Γ
†
0s−Γ−1 −H.c.
)
, (9)
where V0,1,2, τ, µ,Λ± ∈ R. In the continuum-limit
a0 → 0, spin-s components of c0 and Γm operators,
are c0,s = ΨsKA(~0) + ΨsK′A(~0) and Γm,s = 3(1 −
δm,0)ΨsmB(~0) if the adatom is on top of an A-sublattice
carbon atom, and c0,s = ΨsKB(~0)+ΨsK′B(~0) and Γm,s =
3(1 − δm,0)Ψs,−m,A(~0), otherwise. In the continuum, an
adatom on top of an A,B-sublattice site thus induces the
following interaction
HA(B)top (r) =
[
V0 (τ0 + τx)piA(B) + v0piB(A)
±λsoszτzpiB(A) + Λso (sxτxσy
+sxσy + syτzσx ± syτyσy)] δ(r) , (10)
where piA(B) = (σ0 ± σz)/2 are projectors on the A(B)-
sublattice, v0 = 9Λ+, λso = 9Λ− and Λso = 92µ. The first
term in Eq. (10) has already been derived for atomically
sharp potentials.36 It induces intervalley scattering and
is symmetric under x 7→ −x reflection Rx, but breaks all
rotational symmetries in the continuum theory. The lat-
ter is borne out by the local density of states maps in the
vicinity of such impurities,39 exhibiting fringes perpen-
dicular to
−−−→
KK ′ and hence to ex. Invariance under Rx is
manifest, as UxHA(B)top Ux = HA(B)top , where Ux = sxτx is
the unitary representation ofRx in the continuum theory
described by H = H0 +HA(B)top . Importantly, one also has
UyHAtopUy = HBtop, with Uy = syσx, that is, HAtop trans-
forms into HBtop under Ry : y 7→ −y, faithfully reflecting
6the underlying lattice geometry. This means that top-
position adatoms induce different SOC terms, depending
on the host sublattice. Both close cousins of graphene’s
intrinsic SOC, Rz-even spin–orbit interaction mediated
by top-position adatoms on A- and B-sublattice are
λsoszτzpiBδ(r) and −λsoszτzpiAδ(r), respectively. The
Rz-odd component is more surprising. In addition to
the valley-preserving term ∝ (sxσy + syτzσx)δ(r) al-
ready encountered in Eq. (8), a new valley-mixing term
Λso(sxτxσy ± syτyσy)δ(r) emerges, + for HAtop and −
for HBtop. Since in the continuum-limit Γ0 = O(a0p),
spin-flipping processes coupling two triangular states are
quenched, in contrast with those coupling a triangu-
lar state Γ†±1|0〉 with the central orbital c†0|0〉, whose
continuum-limit is a superposition of K- and K ′-valley
states. This explains why top-position adatoms give rise
to Rz-odd spin–orbit interactions inducing both spin-flip
and intervalley scattering.
We finally note that, similarly to hollow-position
adatoms, the continuum-limit for top adatoms can be
interpreted in terms of hopping between pz orbitals, as
shown in Fig. 4. While spin-independent terms V0(τ0 +
τx)piA(B) and v0piB(A) correspond to on-site energies on
central site 0 and neighboring orbitals i = 1, 2, 3, respec-
tively, theRz-even SOC term ±λsoszτzpiB,A is associated
with hopping between orbitals i ≥ 1. Finally, theRz-odd
term Λso(sxτxσy + sxσy + syτzσx ± syτyσy) arises from
spin-dependent hopping between the central site 0 and
its first nearest neighbors.
I.c. Adatoms in bridge position
We now consider the case of adatoms in the bridge
position, depicted in Fig. 5. The only states of definite
angular momentum m which can be formed with pz or-
bitals of atoms 1 and 2 are, up to a scalar and a uni-
tary matrix acting on spins: (c†1± c†2)|0〉. However, these
states have angular momentum zero. Other possible lin-
ear combinations of angular momentum m including ad-
ditional pz orbitals would also have m = 0, because the
only rotational symmetry preserved by the bridge config-
uration is the rotation by pi. As a result, Rz-odd SOC
mechanisms induced by graphene–adatom hybridization
is forbidden in the absence of electric-field effects. Fur-
thermore, the impurity Hamiltonian Hbridge induced by
any non-magnetic, static bridge-position adatom must
respect hermiticity, time-reversal symmetry, and Ry. At
the single electron level, and limiting ourselves to or-
bitals 1 and 2, these conditions constrain Hbridge to
read Hbridge = Vb(c
†
1c1 + c
†
2c2) + β(c
†
2c1 + c
†
1c2), where
Vb, β ∈ R. Clearly, Hbridge does not have any SOC
term, but for completeness, we derived the continuum
limit of Hbridge, using c1,s → ΨsKB(~0) + ΨsK′B(~0) and
c2,s → ΨsKA(~0) + ΨsK′A(~0). We obtain Hbridge =
(τ0 + τx) (Vb + βσx) δ(r).
FIG. 5: Adatom (pink sphere) in the bridge position. A-
and B-sublattice carbon atoms are shown in blue and red,
respectively. Relevant atoms are numbered as in the main
text.
Effective potential Hollow position Top (A or B) position Bridge position
Vel V0I+ ∆τxσx V0(τ0 + τx)piA(B) + v0piB(A) Vb(τ0 + τx) + β(τ0 + τx)σx
Vsoeven Vsoszτzσz + ∆soszτyσy ±λsoszτzpiB(A) 0
Vsoodd ΛR(sxσy + syτzσx) Λso(sxτxσy + sxσy + syτzσx ± syτyσy) 0
TABLE I: Table comparing effective potentials induced by spin-independent, Rz-even and Rz-odd terms of impurity Hamil-
tonians originating from adatoms in hollow, top (on A- or B-sublattice) and bridge positions. Results are valid for adatoms
with generic outer-shell orbital.
In summary, adatoms in the hollow, top, and bridge
positions give rise to an interaction term V in the
continuum-limit Hamiltonian describing graphene quasi-
7particles,
H(r) = vF (τzσxpx + σypy) + Vδ(r) , (11)
where V = Vel + Vsoeven + Vsoodd are, in the close vicinity
of the Dirac point, momentum-independent 8× 8 hermi-
tian matrices. Here, Vel describes the spin-independent
part (of pure electrostatic origin), while Vsoeven and Vsoodd
correspond to Rz-even and Rz-odd SOC contributions,
respectively. Expressions for these matrices in the previ-
ously discussed cases are compared in Table I.
III. SCATTERING THEORY
II.a. Scattering cross-section formalism
In what follows, we consider a hollow- or top-position
adatom on graphene, centered at the origin and induc-
ing an effective potential Vδ(r). For concreteness, we
take the spin-quantization axis along the z axis (i.e.,
out-of-plane). The results derived below can be used
to obtain cross sections for arbitrary spin polarization
following standard recipes; see e.g., Ref. 24. The im-
purity induces elastic scattering: incoming Dirac plane
waves φs,τk (r) of spin s, valley τ , momentum k, and en-
ergy E = sE~vF k, where sE = ±1 = sign(E), scatter to
outgoing waves φout(r), giving rise to a total wave func-
tion Φ(r) = φs,τk (r) + φout(r) of energy E. The outgoing
and incoming waves are related by the the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation40
φout(r) = G
±
0 (r, E)T (E)φ
s,τ
k (
~0) , (12)
where G±0 (r, E) = 〈r|(E −H0 + isE0+)−1|~0〉 is the pris-
tine graphene Green’s function; here, isE0
+ selects the
retarded or the advanced part, corresponding to outgo-
ing waves in electron and hole sectors, respectively. The
matrix T satisfies the equation
T (E) = V(I− g(E)V)−1 . (13)
In the above, g(E) is the retarded (advanced) Green’s
function in the electron (hole) sector, evaluated at the
origin, which is a scalar given by
g(E) =
E
2pi
ln
|E|
Ec
− iE
4
, (14)
where Ec is graphene’s half band-width and ~vF ≡ 1 has
been set. For the sake of simplicity, we write the T matrix
and G±0 (r, E) in the following basis of states
{| ↑ KA〉, | ↑ KB〉, | ↑ K ′B〉, | ↑ K ′A〉,
| ↓ KA〉, | ↓ KB〉, | ↓ K ′B〉, | ↓ K ′A〉} , (15)
where the Green’s function takes the simple asymptotic
form, as r → +∞,23
G±0 (r, E) = −
√
isEk
8pi
eikr√
r
eiτz
−→
ΓK·r(I+ s0τzσθ) , (16)
with σθ = cos θσx+sin θσy and θ = ∠(ex, r). In Eq. (16),
the diagonal matrix eiτz
−→
ΓK·r encodes the phase difference
between waves at K and K ′ points. In the basis defined
by Eq. (15), we write T in block form:
T =
 T↑K,↑K T↑K
′,↑K T↓K,↑K T↓K′,↑K
T↑K,↑K′ T↑K′,↑K′ T↓K,↑K′ T↓K′,↑K′
T↑K,↓K T↑K′,↓K T↓K,↓K T↓K′,↓K
T↑K,↓K′ T↑K′,↓K′ T↓K,↓K′ T↓K′,↓K′
 , (17)
and we denote, for valleys τ, τ ′and spins s, s′,
Tsτ,s′τ ′ =
(
T 11sτ,s′τ ′ T
12
sτ,s′τ ′
T 21sτ,s′τ ′ T
22
sτ,s′τ ′
)
. (18)
The outgoing wave reads, away from the impurity,
φout(r) = −
√
isEk
8pi
eikr√
r
eiτz
−→
ΓK·r∑
s′,τ ′
csτ,s′τ ′(θ)u
s′,τ ′
ker
(θ) ,
(19)
where er = r/r, u
s′,τ ′
ker
(θ) = 2−1/2|s′〉⊗|τ ′〉⊗ (1, sEτ ′eiθ)t
in basis (15), and
csτ,s′τ ′(θ) = T
11
sτ,s′τ ′ + τT
12
sτ,s′τ ′
+ τ ′e−iθ
(
T 21sτ,s′τ ′ + τT
22
sτ,s′τ ′
)
. (20)
Accounting for both spin and valley degrees of freedom,
the probability density current associated with the out-
going wave reads
Jr = vFφ†outs0τzσθφout
=
k
8pir
vF
∑
s′,τ ′
|csτ,s′τ ′(θ)|2. (21)
The current associated with scattering of an incoming
Dirac fermion of spin s and valley τ is thus the sum of
currents J sτ,s′τ ′ = k8pirvF |csτ,s′τ ′(θ)|2er arising from all
possible sτ → s′τ ′ transitions, and corresponding differ-
ential cross sections σsτ,s′τ ′(θ) are
σsτ,s′τ ′(θ) =
k
8pi
|csτ,s′τ ′(θ)|2 . (22)
An asymptotic formula for σsτ,s′τ ′(θ) can easily be de-
rived from Eq. (20):
σsτ,s′τ ′(θ) =
k
8pi
[C2sτ,s′τ ′ +Msτ,s′τ ′ cos(θ + ϕsτ,s′τ ′)] ,
(23)
where
C2sτ,s′τ ′ = |T 11sτ,s′τ ′ + τT 12sτ,s′τ ′ |2
+ |T 21sτ,s′τ ′ + τT 22sτ,s′τ ′ |2 , (24)
Msτ,s′τ ′ = 2τ ′|T 11sτ,s′τ ′ + τT 12sτ,s′τ ′ |
× |T 21sτ,s′τ ′ + τT 22sτ,s′τ ′ | , (25)
8and
ϕsτ,s′τ ′ = arg(T
11
sτ,s′τ ′ + τT
12
sτ,s′τ ′)
− arg(T 21sτ,s′τ ′ + τT 22sτ,s′τ ′) . (26)
It is important to note that σsτ,s′τ ′(θ) generally has
a phase ϕsτ,s′τ ′ [see Eq. (23)], which can give rise to
skew-scattering and thus SHE, provided ϕsτ,s′τ ′ 6= 0 and
Msτ,s′τ ′ 6= 0. Establishing conditions under which skew
scattering is significant is the object of subsequent para-
graphs. This study can be conveniently carried out by
comparing the integrated skew cross-sections
Σ⊥sτ,s′τ ′ =
ˆ 2pi
0
dθ sin θσsτ,s′τ ′(θ), (27)
which measure the skewness of sτ → s′τ ′ scattering
mechanisms, to the integrated transport cross-sections
Σ
‖
sτ,s′τ ′ =
ˆ 2pi
0
dθ(1− cos θ)σsτ,s′τ ′(θ) . (28)
From a semi-classical view point, these integrated cross-
sections relate to the microscopic currents according to
J⊥sτ,s′τ ′ = sE
ˆ 2pi
0
J sτ,s′τ ′ · eyrdθ
= sEvFΣ
⊥
sτ,s′τ ′ , (29)
and
J
‖
sτ,s′τ ′ = sE
ˆ 2pi
0
J sτ,s′τ ′ · (er − ex) rdθ
= sEvFΣ
‖
sτ,s′τ ′ , (30)
associated with sτ → s′τ ′ processes. The knowledge of
microscopic currents (29)–(30), describing charge scat-
tering with a single impurity, gives direct access to the
steady-state charge and spin macroscopic currents for a
random ensemble of adatoms via the standard Boltzmann
transport formalism.24,41
II.b. Scattering with hollow-position adatoms
We now focus on scattering mechanisms induced by an
adatom in the hollow position. Making use of Table I,
the calculated T matrix in the basis given by Eq. (15)
reads as
Thollow =
(
T ↑↑hollow T
↓↑
hollow
T ↑↓hollow T
↓↓
hollow
)
, (31)
with 4× 4 blocks,
T sshollow =
 αs 0 γs 00 βs 0 δsγs 0 αs 0
0 δs 0 βs
 , (32)
where s =↑, ↓ and
T ↑↓hollow = −[T ↓↑hollow]t =
 0 0 0 0τf 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 −τf 0
 . (33)
Matrix elements appearing in Eqs. (32)-(33) verify
τf =
2iΛR
d
, (34)
α↑(↓) = β↓(↑) =
χ± − p±g
d±
, (35)
γ↑(↓) = δ↓(↑) =
∆∓∆so
d±
, (36)
where we have set χς = V0 + ςVso and pς = (V0 + ςVso)
2−
(∆− ς∆so)2 − 2(1 + ς)Λ2R, with ς = ±1. We also defined
dς = 1− 2gχς + pςg2 . (37)
Strikingly, the T matrix elements for intervalley scatter-
ing events involving spin-flip are null. However, intraval-
ley spin-flips, spin-preserving intervalley scattering and
pure momentum scattering events are allowed, and we
shall describe them in more detail in what follows.
Using Eqs. (20) and (22), we found that differen-
tial cross-sections σ↑K,↓K(θ), σ↑K′,↓K′(θ), σ↓K,↑K(θ), and
σ↓K′,↑K′(θ) are equal and isotropic, leading to
Σ
‖
sτ,−sτ =
k|τf|2
4
, (38)
and null skew cross-sections
Σ⊥sτ,−sτ = 0 , (39)
that is, spin-flip does not give rise to transverse spin cur-
rents. We remark that a similar result has been recently
derived for the particular case of SO(2)-symmetric in-
travalley potentials,24 which, in the present context, cor-
responds to setting ∆,∆so = 0 in Eq. (8).
We now move gears to elastic (spin-preserving) scat-
tering. In particular, intervalley scattering cross-sections
are characterized, for τ 6= τ ′, by
Msτ,sτ ′ = τ ′Minter , (40)
ϕsτ,sτ ′ = sΘinter − (1− τ)pi
2
, (41)
with
Minter = 2
∏
ς=±1
∆ + ς∆so
|dς | , (42)
Θinter = −
∑
ς=±1
ς
[
arctan
(
Im dς
Re dς
)
+ piH(−Re dς)
]
,(43)
9FIG. 6: Schematic representation of skew-scattering induced
by adatoms in hollow position. The black arrow represents
the momentum kin of an incoming quasi-particle in K valley.
Blue (red) half circles correspond to the region of the Fermi
line where the outgoing momentum kout is most likely to be
after a scattering event, if the incoming charge carrier has spin
down (spin up). Resulting pure spin currents are depicted
as blue and red planar arrows. Spin currents in K and K′
valleys associated with intra- and intervalley scattering tend
to oppose each other.
and H(.) is the Heaviside step function. Generally, both
Minter 6= 0 and Θinter 6= 0 and hence intervalley scatter-
ing induced by a hollow-position adatom is skewed. The
case of spin-preserving intravalley scattering is similar:
Msτ,sτ = τMintra , (44)
ϕsτ,sτ = sΘintra − (1− τ)pi
2
, (45)
with
Mintra = 2
∏
ς=±1
|χς − pςg|
|dς | , (46)
and
Θintra −Θinter =
∑
ς=±1
ς
[
arctan
(
Im g
Re g − χςpς
)
+piH
(
Re g − χς
pς
)]
. (47)
These results trivially lead to a zero transverse charge
micro-current
J⊥C ≡
∑
s,τ,τ ′
J⊥sτ,sτ ′ = 0, (48)
but to a generally non-zero transverse spin micro-current
J⊥S ≡
∑
s,τ,τ ′
sJ⊥sτ,sτ ′
=
ksEvF
2
Minter (sin Θinter −F sin Θintra) , (49)
where
F = MintraMinter . (50)
The key parameters controlling the magnitude of the
transverse spin probability current J⊥S are thus the
phase difference ϑ = Θintra − Θinter and the F factor.
They depend on the hopping energies characterizing the
graphene–adatom hybridization, and are thus expected
to depend strongly on the valence orbital type. Since s-
orbital adatoms lack J = ±3/2,±5/2 total angular mo-
mentum states, necessary to couple hexagonal states of
angular momentum m = ±2, they induce zero ν±2 ,ΛR [cf.
Eq. (2)], directly leading to p± = 0. Consequently, ϑ = 0,
F = 1 and thus J⊥S = 0 for s-orbital adatoms. Interest-
ingly, p-orbital adatoms are a limiting case: they host
exactly two orbital states J = ±3/2 and no J = ±5/2
states. Therefore, Ω†±2|0〉 −→ Ω†±2|0〉 transitions require
double spin-flips, leading to small ν±2 ∝ w22 couplings,
where w2 is the hopping energy between graphene’s
Ω†±2,↓/↑|0〉 state and adatom’s p orbital with angular mo-
mentum ±1 and spin-↑, ↓; see the Appendix. Generally,
p-orbital adatoms are thus expected to yield negligible
ϑ, F ≈ 1 and hence small J⊥S . The case of d - and
f -orbital adatoms are noticeably different as they offer
spin-preserving channels for Ω†±2|0〉 −→ Ω†±2|0〉 transi-
tions, generally leading to appreciable ν±2 couplings. In
the low-energy limit |g|  χ±/p±, the F factor reads
F ≈
(
ν+1 + ν
+
2
ν+1 − ν+2
)2
6= 1 , (51)
where couplings corresponding to spin-dependent pro-
cesses are neglected. Clearly, this opens up the possibil-
ity of having large J⊥S provided Θinter and/or ϑ are finite
(non-zero), leading to SHE.21,42 ϑ vanishes in the vicinity
of the Dirac point, reflecting the fact that intra- and in-
tervalley scattering mechanisms tend to yield transverse
spin currents of opposite signs, as depicted in Fig. 6.
However, ϑ can become significant under certain condi-
tions. A natural question is thus whether ϑ can become
large close to the Dirac point for some physically mean-
ingful values of p± and χ±. Typically, the function ϑ
peaks when Re g lies between x+ =
χ+
p+
and x− =
χ−
p−
.
Conditions Re g = x± are fulfilled for Fermi levels EX=x±
verifying
EX
Ec
ln
∣∣∣∣EXEc
∣∣∣∣ = 2piE27XEc , (52)
where constants ~vF and A7 have been restored, and
E7 = ~vF /√A7. Peak values of ϑ are thus attained
close to the Dirac point provided that 2piE27|X|  Ec,
in which case we find
EX
Ec
= L
(
2piE27X
Ec
)
. (53)
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Here, L is a function defined by means of the lower branch
of the Lambert W-function, W−1:
L(y) = yW−1(−|y|)
≈ y
ln |y|
(
1 +
ln | ln |y||
ln |y| +
ln2 | ln |y||
ln2 |y| −
ln | ln |y||
ln2 |y|
)
.
(54)
We now determine under which conditions, 2piE27|X| 
Ec is verified. Parameters p± and χ± can be expressed
in terms of the adatom’s energy levels as well as tight-
binding parameters connecting hexagonal states to the
adatoms valence orbital. If the Fermi energy lies far away
from the adatom’s valence orbital energy levels
χ± ≈ −9
(
Υ21
E+1±1/2
+
Υ22
E−2∓1/2
)
, (55)
p± ≈ 324 Υ
2
1Υ
2
2
E−1±1/2E
+
2∓1/2
, (56)
where E±J are energy levels that valence orbitals would
have in absence of intra-atomic spin-flip, Υm = um + νm
and um and νm are hopping integrals connecting hexag-
onal states and adatom’s orbitals of same angular mo-
mentum m; see Eq. (107) and text therein for definitions
of the hopping integrals. We thus have
2piE27x±
Ec
≈ −piE
27
18Ec
(
E+1±1/2
Υ21
+
E−2∓1/2
Υ22
)
, (57)
which are small provided EcΥ
2
1,2/E
27 are significantly
larger than the adatom’s valence orbital energy levels.
In addition, Θinter exhibits resonances of its own, which
typically occur in energy windows where the real part of
d± is small. The real part of d± vanishes close to the
Dirac point at energies ED=d± , which relate to X = x±
and C = c± =
p±
χ2±
according to
ED
Ec
≈ L
(
2piE27X
Ec
[1−√1− C]
)
. (58)
The function Θinter exhibits resonances close to the Dirac
point provided that 2piE27|X|  Ec or C  1. The
former condition is valid whenever both EcΥ1/E
27 and
EcΥ2/E
27 are large compared to adatom energy levels,
whereas, the latter condition is fulfilled if Υ1  Υ2 or
Υ2  Υ1. More precisely, c± ∝ (Υ2/Υ1)2 whenever
Υ1  Υ2 and c± ∝ (Υ1/Υ2)2 in the opposite limit.
Figure 7(a) shows J⊥S as a fraction of the charge current
J
‖
C = sEvF
∑
s,τ,s′,τ ′
Σ
‖
sτ,s′τ ′ (59)
against Fermi energy EF , for realistic values of hopping
integrals and atomic energy levels. While the adatom
energy levels are kept fixed, J⊥S /J
‖
C is plotted for differ-
ent pairs of couplings (Υ1,Υ2), corresponding to points
A,B,C and D shown in Fig. 7(b). Figure 7(a) illus-
trates the strong dependence of J⊥S /J
‖
C on couplings be-
tween the adatom valence orbitals and graphene hexago-
nal states. At point A, the transverse spin micro-current
is negligible compared to J
‖
C , whereas points B and C
yield transverse spin currents as large as ∼ 20% of the to-
tal outgoing current at resonance. In situation D, J⊥S /J
‖
C
exhibits giant peak-values of up to 0.4 in magnitude. Fig-
ure 7(b) connects the existence of peaks in J⊥S /J
‖
C for
particular (Υ1,Υ2) points to previously discussed reso-
nant energies Ex±,d± . It highlights that Ex±,d± and re-
sulting peaks in transverse spin currents exist at low en-
ergy for sufficiently large |Υ1| or |Υ2|. However, the peak
values of J⊥S /J
‖
C only become significant when both |Υ1|
and |Υ2| exceed ∼ E7(E±J /Ec)1/2.
While transverse spin currents, arising from skew-
scattering of graphene Dirac fermions with a hollow-
position adatom, can exhibit large resonances, Eq. (49)
suggests that J⊥S possesses another interesting property.
Since J⊥S results from competing transverse spin currents
originating from intra- and intervalley scattering, one ex-
pects J⊥S to change sign for particular Fermi energies,
such that
tan Θinter =
F sinϑ
1−F cosϑ . (60)
The existence of such levels close to the Dirac point would
open up interesting technological prospects, as a field ef-
fect would allow to reverse spin-current flows. Intrigu-
ingly, Eq. (60) admits low-energy solutions for sufficiently
large |Υ1| or |Υ2|. For the sake of clarity, points (Υ1,Υ2)
such that the solution Einv of minimum magnitude is
equal to a tenth of graphene half-bandwidth are shown
in Fig. 7(b), as a yellow dashed line. Energies Einv closer
to the Dirac point are obtained away from the origin,
beyond the yellow curve. This is illustrated by point D,
whose corresponding J⊥S /J
‖
C against the EF curve ex-
hibits a sharp inversion in transverse spin-current flow
around EF ≈ −50 meV; see Fig. 7(a).
Finally, let us highlight further the specificities of the
above-discussed spin currents. Although spin Hall re-
lated phenomena of intrinsic43 and extrinsic18 types have
already been observed in graphene, they differ drastically
from the SHE discussed in our work. While in Ref. 43,
the SHE necessitates a strong magnetic field and relies
on Zeeman splitting at the Dirac point,19 correlating spin
↑, ↓ and charge ∓e, SHE observed in Ref. 18 is induced
by the deformation of a graphene lattice due to the pres-
ence of sp3 bonds.14 Our theory describes SHE arising
from hybridization of graphene with adatoms in the hol-
low position, and predicts the appearance of large spin
currents around resonant energies Ex± and Ed± for d -
or f - orbital adatoms. The nature of these resonances
is graphene-specific. Scattering events with δ-impurities
generally lead to outgoing waves that are linear combina-
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FIG. 7: Resonant features of spin transverse currents gen-
erated by hollow-position physisorbed adatoms on graphene.
(a) J⊥S /J
‖
C (in %) against Fermi energy (in eV), for adatoms
with E±1/2 = −1 eV, E±3/2 = −1.5 eV, and E±5/2 = −2 eV
and different (Υ1,Υ2), corresponding to points A, B, C and
D shown in the lower panel. (b) Maximum of |J⊥S /J‖C | for
|EF | ≤ 0.5 eV, against Υ1 and Υ2. |E|/Ec = 0.1 lines
are shown for E = Ex±,d± , Einv. Each line partitions the
(Υ1,Υ2) space into two parts: a region containing the ori-
gin Υ1 = Υ2 = 0, characterized by high-energy resonances,
|E|/Ec > 0.1, and a region away from the origin, character-
ized by low-energy resonances, |E|/Ec < 0.1.
tions of Dirac spinors. The corresponding coefficients are
of the form %1 + %2e
−iθ as shown by Eq. (20). For scalar
potentials, %1 = %2, leading to the well-known absence of
back-scattering.22 However, for “tensor potentials,” such
as the Kane-Mele term Vsoszτzσzδ(r), the T matrix is
sublattice-dependent and %1 and %2 can thus acquire a
phase difference, which gives rise to gate-tunable Θintra
and Θinter [through g(E)], enabling the discussed reso-
nances. The SHE arising from hollow-position adatoms
on graphene is thus significantly different from extrinsic
SHE phenomena typically studied in parabolic-band 2D
electron gases, and the above-discussed resonances are
unrelated to previously-observed enhancement of skew
scattering due to the orbital-dependent Kondo effect44 or
a large SOC energy band.45 Our calculations show that
the efficiency of isolated adatoms to generate transverse
spin currents, i.e., J⊥S /J
‖
C = O(0.1), is comparable to
that recently predicted for large SOC-active clusters.24
Last but not least, an interesting feature of the resonant
regime illustrated by Fig. 7 is the possibility to change the
sign of J⊥S upon tuning the Fermi level around specific
“inversion energies” Einv. A direct consequence is the
ability to convert a charge current into a large transverse
spin current in a certain energy range, and to reverse its
flow by tuning the gate voltage around critical values,
which could find applications in spin-based logic devices.
II.c. Scattering with top-position adatoms
We now deal with the scattering mechanisms induced
by an adatom in the top position. We start with adatoms
on top of an A-sublattice carbon atom. Using Table I,
the corresponding T matrix in basis (15) reads
Ttop,A =
(
T ↑↑top,A T
↓↑
top,A
T ↑↓top,A T
↓↓
top,A
)
, (61)
with 4× 4 blocks:
T sstop,A =
 a 0 0 a0 bs 0 00 0 b′s 0
a 0 0 a
 , (62)
where s =↑, ↓ and
T ↑↓top,A = −[T ↓↑top,A]t =
 0 0 −t 0t 0 0 t0 0 0 0
0 0 −t 0
 . (63)
The T matrix elements in Eqs. (62) and (63) verify the
following identities:
t =
2iΛso
1− Ug + 2wg2 , (64)
a =
V0 − wg
1− Ug + 2wg2 , (65)
b↑ = b′↓ =
v0 + λso
1− g(v0 + λso) , (66)
b↓ = b′↑ =
v0 − λso − 2wg
1− Ug + 2wg2 , (67)
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where we set U = 2V0 + v0− λso and w = (v0− λso)V0−
4Λ2so. The T matrix for a B-sublattice adatom is easily
obtained from Ttop,A by reflection Ry, i.e.,
Ttop,B = UyTtop,AUy . (68)
Matrix elements tσ,σ
′
sτ,s′τ ′ and t˜
σ,σ′
sτ,s′τ ′ of Ttop,A and Ttop,B ,
respectively, associated with sτσ → s′τ ′σ′ transitions,
are thus related by
t˜ σ,σ
′
sτ,s′τ ′ = ss
′tσ,σ
′
−sτ,−s′τ ′ , (69)
with A = B and B = A. We next describe the possible
scattering mechanisms induced by an adatom on top of a
◦-sublattice site, ◦ = A,B, by calculating corresponding
cross-sections σ◦sτ,s′τ ′ . Since Ttop,A transforms into Ttop,B
under Ry, the following relation holds:
σBsτ,s′τ ′(θ) = σ
A
−sτ,−s′τ ′(−θ) , (70)
so that we can focus on computing σAsτ,s′τ ′(θ) only.
From this perspective, we first describe the scatter-
ing mechanisms that do not conserve spin and valley.
Equation (62) directly implies that intravalley spin-flip
and spin-preserving intervalley scattering induced by top-
position adatoms are isotropic mechanisms, as
σAsτ,−sτ =
k|t|2
8pi
, (71)
and
σAsτ,s−τ =
k|a|2
8pi
. (72)
Unlike adatoms in the hollow position, top-position
adatoms induce intervalley spin-flip scattering processes
[see Eq. (37) and text therein]. In particular, for adatoms
on the A-sublattice, corresponding differential cross-
sections, for s 6= s′ and τ 6= τ ′, are finite:
σAsτ,s′τ ′(θ) =
k|t|2
2pi
cos2
(
θ
2
)
δs+τ . (73)
However, since (73) is an even function of θ, scatter-
ing mechanisms originating from top-position adatoms
yield zero transverse currents, i.e., JA⊥sτ,s′τ ′ = 0, when-
ever s 6= s′ or τ 6= τ ′. These general considerations are
consistent with first-principles calculations showing that
spin-relaxation rates in graphene are very sensitive to the
adsorption site.51
Next, we study spin-preserving intravalley scattering.
Irrespective of the valley τ and spin s, T -matrix elements
associated with the A-sublattice tA,Asτ,sτ are equal. This
contrasts with tB,Bsτ,sτ elements, which generally verify
tB,B↑K,↑K = t
B,B
↓K′,↓K′ 6= tB,B↑K′,↑K′ = tB,B↓K,↓K . (74)
As a result, spin-preserving intravalley-scattering cross
sections for ↑ K and ↓ K ′ charge carriers differ from those
for ↓ K and ↑ K ′ quasi-particles, and σsτ,sτ (θ) is deter-
mined by the conserved quantity s+ τ . We start by con-
sidering the s+τ = ±2 case. We defineM2 =MA↑K,↑K =
MA↓K′,↓K′ and ϕ2 = ϕA↑K,↑K = ϕA↓K′,↓K′ , which verify
M2 = 2|v0 + λso|.|V0 − wg||1− Ug + 2wg2|.|1− g(v0 + λso)| , (75)
and
ϕ2 = arctan
(
U Im g − 2w Im(g2)
1− U Re g + 2wRe(g2)
)
+ arctan
(
(v0 + λso) Im g
(v0 + λso) Re g − 1
)
+ arctan
(
w Im g
wRe g − V0
)
+ piH (wRe g − V0) + piH [(v0 + λso) Re g − 1]
− piH [U Re g − 2wRe(g2)− 1] . (76)
The case of Dirac fermions for which s+τ = 0 is markedly
different. Denoting M0 = MA↓K,↓K = MA↑K′,↑K′ and
ϕ0 = ϕ
A
↓K,↓K = ϕ
A
↑K′,↑K′ , we obtain
M0 = 2|V0 − wg|.|v0 − λso − 2wg||1− Ug + 2wg2|2 , (77)
and
ϕ0 = arctan
(
w Im g
V0 − wRe g
)
− arctan
(
2w Im g
v0 − λso − 2wRe g
)
+ piH (2wRe g + λso − v0)− piH (wRe g − V0) .
(78)
Crucially, currents JA⊥↑K,↑K + J
A⊥
↑K′,↑K′ and J
A⊥
↓K,↓K +
JA⊥↓K′,↓K′ are equal, so that spin-preserving intravalley
scattering does not give rise to any transverse spin cur-
rent. The same holds true for spin-preserving intravalley
scattering induced by an adatom on the B-sublattice, but
due to relation (70),
JB⊥sτ,sτ = −JA⊥−sτ,−sτ . (79)
However, the transverse charge current arising from scat-
tering with a single top-position adatom on sublattice
σ = A,B
Jσ⊥C =
∑
s,τ
Jσ⊥sτ,sτ , (80)
is generally non-zero, and Eq. (79) directly implies
JA⊥Q = −JB⊥Q . Macroscopically, top-position adatoms
thus give rise to the CHE, provided that the populations
of adatoms on the A and B sublattices differ by type
or number. Let us now study transverse charge currents
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Jσ⊥C in more detail. Using Eqs. (80), (30), and (23), we
obtain
Jσ⊥C = ∓
ksEvF
4
(M0 sinϕ0 +M2 sinϕ2) , (81)
with − (+) for adatoms on the A (B) sublattice. It is in-
teresting to note that the magnitude of Jσ⊥C is modulated
byM0 andM2, which are proportional to |v0−λso−2wg|
and |v0 + λso| respectively. While the dependence on
λso is expected—as spin–orbit interaction is a well-known
cause of anomalous Hall effect46—the dependence on v0,
a scalar potential acting on graphene triangular states
Γ†m,s|0〉, is more surprising. However, this v0-dependence
has a trivial geometrical explanation: the v0piB,A term of
Hamiltonian HA,Btop is the continuum-theory counterpart
of the trigonal potential which affects the three graphene
pz orbitals neighboring the adsorption site, and trigonal
potentials clearly scatter charges anisotropically.
We next describe the energy-dependence of Jσ⊥C . In
neutral graphene, phases ϕ0 and ϕ2 are null. However,
they exhibit large resonances at finite Fermi energies,
such that
Re g = 1/ωi=1,2,3 , (82)
where
ω1 = v0 + λso , (83)
ω2 = v0 − λso − 4Λ
2
so
V0
, (84)
ω3 = 2V0 − 8Λ
2
so
v0 − λso . (85)
Equation (82) has a low-energy root |Ei|  Ec provided
that |ωi|  2piE27/Ec, in which case
Ei
Ec
= L
(
2piE27
Ecωi
)
. (86)
Another resonance is reached whenever
Re(g2)− U
2w
Re g +
1
2w
= 0 . (87)
Equation (87) admits a low energy solution E4 verifying
E4
Ec
≈ L
(
2piE27
EcU
)
, (88)
provided 8|w|  U2 and |U |  2piEc.
We now write conditions for the existence of resonant
energies close to the Dirac point, in terms of tight-binding
parameters connecting central and triangular states to
the top-position adatoms. We first consider the marginal
case of s-orbital adatoms, which only host states of to-
tal angular momentum J = ±1/2. Couplings between
triangular states of angular momentum m = ±1 are
thus necessarily mediated by double spin-flip through an
available adatom orbital. Using the Appendix notations
as well as Eqs. (124) and (126) within, this results in
v0 = −λso ≈ − 92
l2so,1
E+
1/2
and Λso ≈ − 92 lso,1γE+
1/2
. Therefore,
ω1 = 0 and resonant energy E1 is infinite. In addition,
the hopping integral lso,1 connecting triangular states
Γ†±1,↓/↑|0〉 to s orbitals of opposite spin is expected to be
small compared to E+1/2 and graphene half-bandwidth Ec,
leading to |ω2,3|  2piE27/Ec and |E2,3|  Ec. Resonant
energies E1,2,3 are thus experimentally irrelevant. How-
ever, U ≈ −2γ2/E+1/2 and E4 is the only resonance which
can possibly be observed, provided γ2/|E+1/2|  piEc.
For all other types of valence orbitals, i.e., p, d, and
f, the existence of spin-preserving channels coupling tri-
angular states of angular momentum m = ±1 gives rise
to enhanced v0, λso and Λso energy scales, making reso-
nant energies Ei=1,2,3 accessible under certain conditions.
Equations (124) and (126) directly lead to:
V0 ∼ − γ
2
E+1/2
, (89)
v0 ∼ −9
2
θ21
(
1
E−1/2
+
1
E+3/2
)
, (90)
λso ∼ 9
2
θ21
(
1
E−1/2
− 1
E+3/2
)
, (91)
Λso ∼ −9
2
γθ1Λ
1
so
E−1/2E
+
1/2
. (92)
Therefore, Eq. (82) holds for i = 1, 2 or 3 if θ21/|E+3/2| 
E27/Ec, θ21/|E−1/2|  E27/Ec or γ2/|E+1/2|  2piE27/Ec
respectively. Moreover,
U ∼ − 2γ
2
E+1/2
− 9θ
2
1
E−1/2
, (93)
and assuming Λso is much smaller than V0, v0 and λso,
we have
w ∼ 9θ
2
1γ
2
E−1/2E
+
1/2
, (94)
so that Eq. (88) is valid provided |γ|  |θ1| or |γ|  |θ1|,
and 2γ2/|E+1/2|+ 9θ21/|E−1/2|  2piE27/Ec.
Figure 8(a) shows the transverse charge current JA⊥C
as a fraction of total outgoing current
J
A ‖
C = sEvF
∑
s,τ,s′,τ ′
Σ
A ‖
sτ,s′τ ′ , (95)
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FIG. 8: Resonant features of charge transverse currents gen-
erated by top-position physisorbed adatoms on graphene.
(a) JA⊥C /J
A ‖
C (in %) against Fermi energy (in eV), for top-
position adatoms with fixed E±1/2 = −1 eV and E±3/2 =
−1.5 eV and different (γ, θ1), corresponding to points A, B, C,
D and E shown in lower panel. (b) Maximum of |JA⊥C /JA ‖C |
for |EF | ≤ 0.5 eV, against γ and θ1. |E|/Ec = 0.1 lines are
shown for E = E1,2,3,4, Einv. Similarly to Fig. 7, each line
partitions (γ, θ1)-space into regions, whose farthest from the
origin corresponds to |E|/Ec < 0.1.
against Fermi energy EF , for fixed values of atomic en-
ergy levels E±1/2, and E
±
3/2, and various (γ, θ1) points,
labeled as A,B,C,D and E. While for small γ and θ1
(situation A), the transverse charge current is negligi-
ble compared to J
A ‖
C , significant J
A⊥
C currents are ob-
tained for values of γ and θ1 of the order of few eV
(points B,C,D,E in Fig. 8(b)), up to 20%. In addi-
tion, the transverse charge current can change direction
for some values of Fermi energy, as illustrated by curves
C and E in Fig. 8(a). Such “inversion” energies can
exist close to the Dirac point for finite values of γ and
θ1 only. Noting Einv the inversion energy closest to the
Dirac point for a given (γ, θ1) couple, Fig. 8(b) shows
|Einv(γ, θ1)| = Ec/10 lines, which partition (γ, θ1)-space
into regions whose farthest from the origin corresponds
to |Einv|/Ec < 0.1 . Clearly, |Einv|/Ec < 0.1 domains
overlap with regions of large JA⊥C /J
A ‖
C magnitude, mak-
ing the existence of Einv relevant for applications. Similar
to transverse spin currents arising from scattering with
hollow-position adatoms, we believe that the possibility
of changing the sign of Jσ⊥Q by field effect could be ex-
plored for new functionalities in logic devices. At the
scale of an entire graphene device however, the obser-
vation of significant macroscopic transverse charge cur-
rents due to scattering with a large ensemble of top-
position adatoms appears more challenging than the ob-
servation of large SHE due to hollow-position adatoms,
because of the necessity of having an imbalance between
A- and B-sublattice. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that sublattice ordering driven by RKKY-type interac-
tions below a critical temperature was predicted by sev-
eral authors,47–50 so that the above-discussed CHE may
in principle be observed in an experiment.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we have provided a rigorous derivation of
effective graphene–adatom Hamiltonians, taking into ac-
count intervalley terms neglected in previous works. Our
results describe the experimentally relevant scenario of
dilute physically adsorbed adatoms randomly distributed
over the graphene lattice. We have shown that both
the position in the lattice and the valence orbital type
are critical to determine the action of a physisorbed
adatom on graphene’s Dirac fermions. Our study of
non-magnetic elements—valid when the Fermi energy is
detuned from the adatoms valence orbital spectrum—
established that while bridge-position adsorption does
not induce spin–orbit coupling, hollow- and top-position
adatoms can generate significant local spin–orbit inter-
actions, in such a way that spin and valley quantum
numbers are strongly intertwined. The low-energy con-
tinuum theories constructed for hollow- and top-position
species allowed us to obtain analytic expressions for T
matrices and integrated cross sections and to derive the
corresponding charge carriers’ spin-dependent scatter-
ing mechanisms. Interestingly, hollow- and top-position
spin–orbit active adatoms give rise to Hall effects of dras-
tically different nature: pure spin currents for the former
(SHE), and non-polarized charge currents for the latter
(CHE). They nonetheless have two key characteristics in
common: they can be switched on and off and their flow
can be reversed by tuning the Fermi energy. We an-
ticipate that such properties will find technological ap-
plications in the fields of spin- and charge-based logic
components.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we rederive the impurity Hamilto-
nians of Sec. I for adatoms in the hollow and top posi-
tions, accounting for internal degrees of freedom. We de-
scribe the graphene–adatom system with a tight-binding
Hamiltonian H = Hgr + Had + V , where Hgr is pristine
graphene’s Hamiltonian, Had is the adatoms’ Hamilto-
nian, and V is the graphene–adatom hybridization term.
We write Hgr as the following first-nearest neighbors
tight-binding Hamiltonian:
Hgr = −t
∑
i∈A
∑
〈i,j〉
a†i bj + H.c. , (96)
where A denotes graphene’s A-sublattice carbon atoms,
and a†i (bj) creates an A-sublattice electron at atom i ∈
A (annihilates an electron from the B-sublattice site j).
Here, 〈i, j〉 refers to nearest neighbors j of site i, and t
is the hopping energy between nearest neighbors. Next,
we derive single-electron tight-binding Hamiltonians for
Had and V by using symmetry arguments,
15 and then we
trace out the adatom degrees of freedom via the Lo¨wdin
transformation.52 Taking the continuum-limit then yields
the results of Table I. In addition to confirming the results
obtained in Sec. I, this approach has the advantage of
relating couplings (V0, Vso, ∆, ∆so, ΛR, ...) appearing
in Table I to microscopic parameters (hopping integrals,
atomic spin–orbit couplings and energy levels) and the
Fermi energy of graphene.
FIG. 9: Illustration of typical spin-flip (red) and spin-
conserving (blue) processes induced by a p-orbital adatom
(gray) on graphene (light blue). Energy levels 0 and 1 of
the adatom’s p orbitals m = 0 and m = ±1 are represented
as gray solid lines. Core orbitals are depicted as a black ball.
The shaded region corresponds to the adatom’s immediate
vicinity, where carbon atoms pz orbitals couple strongly to
the adatoms valence p orbital. Red (blue) straight vertical
arrows represent the spin of an electron transiting between
graphene and the adatom while flipping (conserving) its spin.
Partial waves |ψ∞〉, |ψN 〉, and |ψad〉 introduced in the Ap-
pendix are associated with the blue area, the dashed area,
and the adatom’s valence orbital, respectively.
We start by writing the solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation H|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉 as a sum of waves |ψ〉 = |ψad〉 +
|ψN 〉 + |ψ∞〉, where |ψad〉, |ψN 〉 and |ψ∞〉 are projec-
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tions of |ψ〉 on the adatom valence l orbital, its im-
mediate vicinity—where graphene’s pz orbitals couple
strongly to the adatom’s valence orbital—and graphene’s
distant pz orbitals, respectively (see Fig. 9). We de-
note by d†m,s the operator creating an adatom’s l or-
bital of angular momentum m and spin s, and we write
d†m,s|0〉 = |m, s〉ad. In the case of an adatom in the hol-
low position, |ψN 〉 is a linear combination of hexagonal
states, Ω†m,s|0〉 = |m, s〉N . For top-position adatoms,
|ψN 〉 is a linear combination of triangular states, Γ†m,s|0〉
and c†0|0〉. Here, we explain the method used in the case
of an adatom in the hollow position, the top-position
treatment case being analogous. We write |ψad〉 and |ψN 〉
as
|ψN 〉 =
∑
s,m
αm,s|m, s〉N , (97)
|ψad〉 =
∑
s,m
βm,s|m, s〉ad . (98)
The projection of the Schro¨dinger equation H|ψ〉 =
E|ψ〉 on |m, s〉ad gives∑
s′,m′
βm′,s′ad〈m, s|Had|m′, s′〉ad +∑
s′,m′
αm′,s′ad〈m, s|V |m′, s′〉N = βm,sδm,m′δs,s′E . (99)
To proceed, we denote by Zˆ the matrix with elements
(ad〈m, s|Had|m′, s′〉ad)(m,s),(m′,s′) and by Tˆ the matrix
with elements (ad〈m, s|V |m′, s′〉N )(m,s),(m′,s′). Within
this notation, Eq. (99) is recast into the elegant form
B = (EI− Zˆ)−1Tˆ A , (100)
where A and B are vectors with components (αm,s)(m,s)
and (βm,s)(m,s), respectively. Setting Himp = Had + V ,
we next project the vector Himp|ψ〉 on |m, s〉N states.
This gives
N 〈m, s|Himp|ψ〉 =
∑
m′,s′
αm′,s′N 〈m, s|Sˆ|m′, s′〉ad , (101)
where
Sˆ = Tˆ †(EI− Zˆ)−1Tˆ . (102)
Equation (101) can be interpreted as the projection of
the vector H˜imp(|ψ〉N+|ψ〉∞) on the state |m, s〉N , where
H˜imp is the graphene-only Hamiltonian:
H˜imp =
∑
m,s
∑
m′,s′
Sˆ(m,s),(m′,s′)Ω†m,sΩm′,s′ . (103)
TracingHad out hence consists in replacingHimp by H˜imp
in the full Hamiltonian H.
We now derive a single-electron tight-binding Hamil-
tonian Had describing an l-orbital adatom either in the
hollow or top position, thereby generalizing a result of
Ref. 15 for p orbitals. We start with an ansatz Hamil-
tonian Had that manifestly conserves total angular mo-
mentum,
Had =
l∑
m=−l
md
†
mdm +
l∑
m=−l
λmsod
†
mszdm
+
l−1∑
m=−l
Λmso(d
†
ms+dm+1 + d
†
m+1s−dm) .
(104)
This Hamiltonian is invariant under rotation by pi/3,
so that choosing energies m, λ
m
so, and Λ
m
so, such that
Had is time-reversal invariant and symmetric under Rx :
x 7→ −x reflection, makes it suitable for describing both
hollow- and top-position l-orbital adatoms, l = p, d, f .
Since in spherical coordinates, 〈θ, φ|d†m|0〉 = Y ml (θ, φ),
where Y ml (θ, φ) are conventional spherical harmonics,
dm transforms into sxd−m under Rx, which sends φ to
pi − φ. Enforcing Rx-symmetry thus requires m = −m,
λ−mso = −λmso, and Λ−m−1so = Λmso. Moreover, time-reversal
symmetry requires m, λ
m
so, and Λ
m
so to be reals. We end
up with:
Had =
l∑
m=−l
|m|d†mdm +
l∑
m=1
λmso(d
†
mszdm − d†−mszd−m)
+
l−1∑
m=0
Λmso(d
†
ms+dm+1 + d
†
−m−1s+d−m + H.c.) ,
(105)
which describes the adatom Hamiltonian for both the
hollow and top positions. However, hybridization terms
V differ in the hollow- and top-position cases. We first
treat the hollow-position situation, in which total angular
momentum conservation constrains V to take the form
Vhollow =
2∑
m=−2
tmd
†
mΩm +
2∑
m=−2
τmd
†
mszΩm
+
2∑
m=−2
(Wmso d
†
m−1s+Ωm + V
m
so d
†
m+1s−Ωm)
+ H.c. . (106)
Since Ωm 7→ sxΩ−m under Rx, we must have tm = t−m,
τm = −τ−m, and Wmso = V −mso . Enforcing time-reversal
symmetry requires tm, τm and W
m
so to read tm = i
|m|u|m|,
τm = i
mν|m|, and Wmso = i
mwm, where u|m|, ν|m|, and
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wm are real. Finally,
Vhollow =
2∑
m=−2
i|m|u|m|d†mΩm
+
2∑
m=1
imν|m|(d†mszΩm − d†−mszΩ−m)
+
2∑
m=−2
imwm(d
†
m−1s+Ωm + d
†
−m+1s−Ω−m)
+ H.c. . (107)
A similar treatment allows us to derive V for top-position
adatoms. Enforcing symmetry under Rx, time-reversal
symmetry and total angular momentum conservation, we
obtain:
Vtop =
1∑
m=−1
i|m|θ|m|d†mΓm + iτ(d
†
1szΓ1 − d†−1szΓ−1)
+
∑
m=0,1
imlso,m(d
†
m−1s+Γm + d
†
−m+1s−Γ−m)
+ Lso(d
†
−1s+c0 + d
†
1s−c0) + γd
†
0c0 + H.c. , (108)
where θm, τ , lso,m, Lso, and γ are real. We can now derive
graphene-only Hamiltonians for adatoms in the hollow
or top position using Eqs. (102) and (103). We write
the Zˆ matrix, similar for both hollow- and top-position
adatoms, in a basis Bl of 2(2l+1) states |m, s〉ad arranged
in ascending total angular momentum J = m+ s order:
Bl = {| − l, ↓〉ad, | − l, ↑〉ad, | − l + 1, ↓〉ad,
| − l + 1, ↑〉ad, ..., |l, ↓〉ad, |l, ↑〉ad} . (109)
In basis Bl, the Zˆ matrix is simply block-diagonal and
reads
Zˆ =

Zˆ−l− 12 0 · · · 0 0
0 Zˆ−l+ 12 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · Zˆl− 12 0
0 0 · · · 0 l + λlso
 , (110)
where Zˆ−l− 12 = Zˆl+ 12 = l + λlso. If |J | 6= l +
1
2 , then ZˆJ
are 2× 2 matrices acting on total-angular momentum J
subspace:
ZˆJ =
(
E+J ∆J
∆J E
−
J
)
, (111)
where E±J = sJ (J∓ 12 ) ± sJλ
sJ (J∓ 12 )
so , ∆J = Λ
|J|+ 12
so , sJ =
J/|J |, and λ0so = 0. Using basis BΩ of hexagonal states
in ascending-J order,
BΩ = {| − 2, ↓〉N , | − 2, ↑〉N , | − 1, ↓〉N ,
| − 1, ↑〉N , ..., |2, ↓〉N , |2, ↑〉N } , (112)
the “hybridization” matrix Tˆ for a hollow-position
adatom is also a sparse matrix. Its only non-zero ele-
ments are in 2 × 2 and 1 × 2 blocks TˆJ connecting sub-
spaces of hexagonal and adatom orbital states of same
total angular momentum J . The 2× 2 TˆJ blocks read
TˆJ = iJ− 12
 aJu|J− 12 | + ν|J− 12 | iwJ+ 12
i−2J+1w−J+ 12 bJu|J+ 12 | + iν|J+ 12 |
 ,
(113)
where aJ = i
|J− 12 |−J+ 12 and bJ = i|J+
1
2 |−J+ 12 , while
1 × 2 blocks are appropriate sub-matrices of the 2 × 2
blocks shown in Eq. (113). As a result, the Sˆ matrix
is block-diagonal and, for instance, the f -orbital adatom
graphene-only Hamiltonian reads
H˜hollow =
l∑
m=−l
(Ω†m↑,Ω
†
m+1↓)Sˆm+ 12
(
Ωm↑
Ωm+1↓
)
, (114)
with
SˆJ = Tˆ †J (EI− ZˆJ)−1TˆJ . (115)
Similar results are straightforwardly obtained for p- and
d-orbital adatoms. The connection with the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (2) is easily made, as
Sˆm+ 12 =
(
ν+m + ν
−
m iΛm
−iΛm ν+m+1 − ν−m+1
)
. (116)
We now write the “hybridization” matrix Tˆtop for top-
position adatoms, using a basis Btop of states arranged
in ascending-J order:
Btop = {Γ†−1,↓|0〉,Γ†−1,↑|0〉,Γ†0,↓|0〉, c†0,↓|0〉,
c†0,↑|0〉,Γ†0,↑|0〉,Γ†1,↓|0〉,Γ†1,↑|0〉} . (117)
Unlike BΩ, Btop comprises six states of total angular
momentum ±1/2 due to the presence of central states
c†0,↑/↓|0〉 in addition to triangular states Γ†0,↑/↓|0〉 . Cor-
respondingly, the only non-zero elements of Tˆtop are in
blocks Tˆtop,J connecting states of total angular momen-
tum J . Irrespective of the adatom’s valence orbital—p,
d, or, f—we have
Tˆtop,− 12 =
(
iθ−1 + iτ lso,0 Lso
ilso,1 θ0 γ
)
, (118)
Tˆtop, 12 =
(
γ θ0 ilso,1
Lso lso,0 iθ1 − iτ
)
. (119)
Other blocks Tˆtop,J depend on the adatom’s valence or-
bital, but are appropriate sub-arrays of
Tˆtop,− 32 =
( −ilso,−1
iθ1 + iτ
)
, (120)
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Tˆtop, 32 =
(
iθ1 + iτ
−ilso,−1
)
. (121)
The Sˆ matrix for top-position adatoms is block-diagonal,
Sˆtop =

Sˆtop,− 32 0 0 0
0 Sˆtop,− 12 0 0
0 0 Sˆtop, 12 0
0 0 0 Sˆtop, 32
 , (122)
with Sˆtop,J = Tˆ †top,J(EI − ZˆJ)−1Tˆtop,J as in Eq. (115).
The graphene-only top-position Hamiltonian thus reads
H˜top = Sˆtop,− 32 Γ
†
−1,↓Γ−1,↓ + Sˆtop, 32 Γ
†
1,↑Γ1,↑
+ (Γ†−1,↑,Γ
†
0,↓, c
†
0,↓)Sˆtop,− 12
 Γ−1,↑Γ0,↓
c0,↓

+ (c†0,↑,Γ
†
0,↑,Γ
†
1,↓)Sˆtop, 12
 c0,↑Γ0,↑
Γ1,↓
 . (123)
This is exactly the Hamiltonian of Eq. (9) with the fol-
lowing correspondence
Sˆtop,− 32 = Sˆtop, 32 = Λ+ + Λ− , (124)
Sˆtop,− 12 =
 Λ+ − Λ− −iτ −iµiτ V1 V2
iµ V2 V0
 , (125)
and
Sˆtop, 12 =
 V0 V2 iµV2 V1 iτ
−iµ −iτ Λ+ − Λ−
 . (126)
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